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Introduction
The Radio Ad Effectiveness Lab is conducting a new series of research projects under the umbrella
theme, “Radio and the Consumer’s Mind: How Radio Works.” The goal is to continue learning how Radio
advertising affects consumers differently than other forms of marketing.
“Radio and the Internet: Powerful Complements for Advertisers,” includes a new Internet-based experiment conducted by Harris Interactive for the Radio Ad Lab. This new test adds to knowledge from other
research to provide an overview of how Radio and the Internet could work well together as ad vehicles.
Our new online test showed that recall of advertising is dramatically enhanced (27 percent versus 6
percent) when a mix of Radio and Internet ads is used compared to website ads alone. Radio ads also
can improve website traffic and a brand’s emotional bond with consumers when added to Internet
exposures.
Background
Before embarking on a new primary study on Radio and the Internet, the Radio Ad Lab Research Committee thought it would be useful to present different ways that we believe the two media are likely to
intersect. Here are some points that we believe can be made about Radio and the Internet as potential
partners in advertising.
Both Radio and the Internet Reach Light Users of Other Media. This seems like an intuitive conclusion,
but we can confirm this general tendency with some existing data from MRI. In the following chart, we
see that 41 percent of light (or non-) users of television are actually heavy users of Radio or the Internet - not just users, but in the heaviest one-fifth of usage for either Radio or the Internet:

Radio and the Internet Connect with Consumers in Unique Ways
In the Radio Ad Lab’s previous study, “Personal Relevance Two: Radio’s Receptive Ad Environment,”
it was clear that Radio and the Internet build complementary kinds of bridges to the consumer’s
mind. To paraphrase from that 2006 study (available for free at http://RadioAdLab.org):
•
•

Radio ads may be more effective at making emotional connections with consumers, thanks to the
much more emotional link that listeners have with the medium itself.
The Internet, meanwhile, connects at a more factual level, providing information that “helps
you understand what is going on in the world around you.”

Radio Can Drive Traffic to Websites
Research in the UK (from the UK’s RAB and IAB) indicated that 57 percent of those who listen to
Radio while online say they’ve “checked out things on the Internet after just hearing about them on
the Radio.” And 67 percent said that “hearing things on the Radio will remind me to look up something when I’m using the Internet.” We explore this idea further in the new Radio Ad Lab study
described below.
Radio and the Internet Have Unique Reach Patterns ...
and that can make them work powerfully in combination. When you put those two media together,
we found that the daily reach of Radio and the Internet is similar to that of television. This next
chart uses Knowledge Networks data to provide estimates of combined-media total reach, controlling for duplication, and it shows that on a daily basis, Radio and the Internet together reach about
83 percent of the 18-54 population.
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Radio Is Often Used Simultaneously with the Internet
Our background research also confirmed that “simultaneous usage” is another important way to think
about Radio and the Internet. Here’s a look at how much Internet usage involves simultaneous usage of
Radio and TV, by daypart:

Up to a third of Internet usage time includes simultaneous Radio listening in some dayparts (especially during the day), and that’s true even for teens and young adults.
The New Study
With that background, the Radio Ad Lab’s Research Committee designed a new online test of how well
a mixture of Radio and Internet ad exposures actually can work. We suspected that a mix of Radio and
Internet ads might be more impactful than website ads alone, but we found no published research that
actually assessed that possibility. Using multiple media has become common advertising practice, but
we thought research was needed on this particular combination’s actual effectiveness.
Using Harris Interactive’s research panel of Internet users, we ran a test in late 2006 that compared
the effects of two exposures to website ads to a mixed exposure of one website ad and one Radio ad.
The details of the study design are in the full White Paper available for free download at http://RadioAdLab.org. But briefly:
We used a misdirection method in which respondents were asked to evaluate content rather than
advertising. Advertising was embedded in the content, and the ad effects were measured after exposure to the content. Respondents had a choice of six different types of Radio programs and six different
website types for their “evaluation.”
The full paper focuses on the results of two test cells - two matching groups of participants who
were exposed to one or the other of the following conditions:
•
•

Two Internet: Two exposures to an Internet ad.
One Internet, One Radio: One exposure to an Internet ad, and one exposure to the corresponding
Radio ad. 1

As explained in detail in the full paper, the Radio Ad Lab alsoattempted to include a third test cell that featured one website ad
and two Radio ads. But Harris Interactive believes that cell was over-burdened, and the results were confounded by “research
effects” that kept it from being useful for analyzing ad effectiveness.
1
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We achieved about 800 completed interviews in each of those test groups. The ads used in the test
came from eight actual ad campaigns in a wide variety of product categories. Each of those campaigns
actually had used both Radio and website advertising. The Radio ads were all 30s; the related website
ads were a mixture of static images, animated images, and Flash animation of varying sizes.
The Key Results
We used a variety of effectiveness measures in this study. The ones which we think best reflect the
media effects are simple measures of brand recall. Recall of an ad’s brand content is the first step in
advertising success, and it’s less dependent on the specific quality or targeting of an ad.
For that reason, we believe, it was with recall measures that we saw the most striking effects. As
you can see in the chart below, unaided recall for the mix of one Internet and one Radio exposure for
these advertisers was four-and-a-half times as high as the unaided recall for two Internet ads alone.

The aided recall results (in which those not recalling advertised brands without prompting were then
shown a list of brands) were consistent with the unprompted results. The mix of one Radio and one
Internet exposure had more than twice the aided recall of two Internet ads.
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We analyzed these findings by a variety of different demographic cuts, and the strong effects for the Radiomix exposures were consistent across the board. For example, in the chart in the next column, here’s how
unaided recall looked by age group:

While the differences here are striking, the Radio Ad Lab wasn’t entirely surprised with these findings. Not only
are they directionally consistent with our past work on media synergy (“Benefits of Synergy,” 2005), but they
also are consistent with current thinking in media about the value of using multiple communication channels to
reach consumers.
In the full White Paper, we also discuss the findings from a number of other effectiveness measures,
including:
•
•
•
•
•

Website Visitation (likelihood of visiting the advertiser’s website)
Purchase Likelihood (definitely/probably will purchase, etc.)
Brand Consideration (the only brand you consider/one of the few, etc.)
Brand Emotional Connection (you love/like the brand, etc.)
Brand Aspirational Fit (perfect/good fit for how you see yourself, etc.)

For these measures, the quality and targeting of the individual ads made a difference in the results. But as
spelled out in more detail in the White Paper, we found that:
•
•
•

Five of the eight brands experienced greater impact with a Radio/Internet mix on Website Visitation
and Purchase Likelihood. Some of those differences were statistically significant, even at the brand
level.
Four of those five brands also showed better Radio/mix results on Aspirational Fit and Emotional Connection. Some of those differences were statistically significant, even at the brand level.
The other three brands tended to show comparable effects for the Radio/Internet mix as for the Internet-only mix; there were no statistically significant differences for those brands.
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Conclusions
This project started with some background research about how and why Radio and the Internet might be good
partners in advertising. We observed the following, in part:
•
•
•
•
•

Both reach light users of other media.
Radio and the Internet connect with consumers differently, and in potentially complementary ways.
Radio can drive traffic to websites.
Radio and the Internet have unique reach patterns, and that can make them work powerfully in combination. On a daily basis, Radio and the Internet together reach about 83 percent of the 18-54 population, nearly that of television’s daily reach.
Radio is often used simultaneously with the Internet, with up to a third of Internet usage being accompanied by Radio listening during some times of the day.

Now, with our new experiment from Harris Interactive, we see some strong evidence that people exposed
to both Radio and website ads are impacted more strongly than those exposed to website ads alone:
•
•

Unaided recall for the mix of one Internet and one Radio exposure for these advertisers was four-anda-half times as high as the unaided recall for two Internet ads alone. And the mix of one Radio and one
Internet exposure had more than twice the aided recall of two Internet ads.
Furthermore, a mix of Radio and Internet exposures also demonstrated clear potential to elevate other
kinds of consumer impact, ranging from website visitation to emotional bonds, when the Radio ads themselves are impactful. Five of the Radio campaigns tested were especially effective.

Overall, the picture seems clear: Radio and the Internet can be powerful advertising complements. Whether
the goal is to reach more people, or to reach them with greater impact, this particular combination of media
seems to be a recipe that’s worthy of more consideration.
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